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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-7rYiBFhYg
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cKQxLFJS8w
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European academies and university:
how to generate trust in knowledge societies?

Antonio Loprieno, University of Basel
President of the Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences
President-elect of ALLEA

Symposium Science in Times of Challenged Trust and Expertise

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 16 May 2018



• Focus on usefulness of contents preparing to an elite 

function in church, law and medicine on the basis of a 

scholarly (trivium) and scientific curriculum 

(quadrivium) in the faculty of artes liberales.

• Consequence of this utilitarian perspective (cf. 

contemporary discourse of return on investment in 

higher education) was the higher position of 

academia vs. other societal groups: eminent ➔

trustworthy.

• A globalized academia: academic formation provided 

membership in a community of scholars who moved 

freely across local political boundaries. There was no 

“national” university in the modern sense.
• Culturally bound, European vs. Islamic universities
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The Academia Basiliensis, from S. Münster,
Cosmographia, 1544-50, BM London

From its inception in the Middle Ages through the 18th century, European 
academia was an institution aiming at a trust-building formation of elites:

At the origins of trust in academia:
the early history of European universities
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Academies as elite platforms

The Renaissance brings about a semantic split between academies as learned 

societies (cf. the noun “academy”) and universities as institutions of higher 

education (cf. the adjective “academic”):

16th century: Italy (Naples, Florence, Rome), 

foundation of academies of humanities, later of 

natural sciences (Lincei), emulated in the 

following centuries throughout Europe: Royal 

Society, Leopoldina. Academies as learned 

societies, as opposed to universities fulfilling an 

educational function. 

17th century: France (Paris), development of the 

Académie Française (Institut de France) founded 

on the idea that the support of science represents 

a “national” endeavour. Academies as players 

within the state‘s scientific and educational policy.
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Three reasons for trust:
(a) research, (b) citizenship, (c) training

In the 19th century, three models of academic practice, each with a different 
cultural setting within a specific national agenda, find their way into academia:
the Humboldt model (research-driven education), the Newman model (liberal arts 
education), and the grandes écoles (technological training):

• The Humboldt model holds a disciplinary view of academic formation (cf. Fach): 
students are seen as junior colleagues and confronted with research. 
Ausbildung entails general Bildung. The institutional unit is the faculty (Dr. phil.). 

• In the Newman model, general education introduces students to a canon of 
texts and methods which prepare them to social, professional or scientific 
activity. Education precedes specialization. Main unit is the college (BA > MA). 

• In post-Napoleonic France and in federal CH, the Schools of Engineering are 
the ideal education path in view of an elite profession and civil service. The 
purpose of academic training is professional qualification (diploma).
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The German model of academy and
its ownership of trust in science
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• State funded, but autonomously run learned

societies without teaching function, but with a 

strong research agenda, administered by

professorial governance.

• Divided in classes, usually for humanities and

natural sciences, sometimes also for arts and

medicine. Prototypical function is the support of

long-term scholarly endeavors (dictionaries, 

collective works).

• Enlightenment agenda: American Academy of

Arts and Science 1780, Schweizerische 

Naturforschende Gesellschaft 1815, 

Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften 

1847, British Academy 1902, etc.

• University level research and elite position in 

society ➔ trust
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While there were indeed considerable differences in the type of 

academic education aimed at in these models and in their impact 

on their respective societies, all of them entailed a hierarchical 

break between “academia” and “society” that – in largely poorly 

educated contexts – fostered the equation

academic ➔ eminent ➔ trustworthy

Until the end of the 20th century, trust in science and scholarship 

was firmly controlled by the academic communities. 

Methodological debates (e.g.  monism vs. dualism or positivism 

vs. hermeneutics) were confined to the academic circles.
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1800-: trust derives from status



A cultural turn in academia:
European higher education since the late 90s
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• Governance. European universities gradually emancipate from political
control, but their newly acquired autonomy does not reduce their financial
dependence on public policy makers ➔ institutional strategies replace
traditional mission statements.

• Organisation. European universities move from a decentralized culture
which privileged the identity of the academic unit (Fach, Institut) to an 
organisational model which privileges the success of the institutional brand
(how many logos?) ➔ importance of rankings, development of
institutionally-centered approaches to higher education.

• Administration. After their emergence in the UK in the 80s, various forms of
new public management are established as a response to political and
social expectations of transparency and accountantability ➔ efficiency
tends to be privileged over effectivity, including in instuctional aspects (cf. 
the recurrent curricular reforms in the wake of Bologna 1999).
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From an institution with a mission statement
to an organization with a strategic plan
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Institutions of higher education until 1999:

operating with a set of common values.

Institutions of higher education since 2000: 

operating with different institutional goals.
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2000-: trust derives from evidence
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The “societal turn” (Vergesellschaftung) of European higher education since 

the turn of the century has brought about the emergence of a competitive 

“academic market”. As a consequence of these changes, that have been 

accompanied by the Bologna-reform, the so-called “economization” of 

higher education or the development of a professional academic 

leadership, the ownership of scientific “trust” (and of other emotionally 

loaded concepts such as “excellence” or “evidence-based results”) has 

shifted from the scholarly community as a whole to the academic 

institutions themselves.

trust : scientists ➔ institutions

This process has weakened the position of academies vis-à-vis universities, 

because they have have remained at the margins of the institutional turn of 

the late 20th–early 21st century.
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From eminence-based to evidence-based trust

World-class
university

University of
technology

Classical
university

University of
applied science

Universität Basel

Relevance

• social applications

• applied research

• economic results

Innovation

• start ups

• inventions

• MOOCs

Formation

• academic education

• internationalization

• citizen science

Research

• basic research

• highly competitive grants

• rankings

science

society

t0

Trend
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The perceived loss of trust in science is the result of the inflationary 

availability of information brought about by the digital turn (big data), 

which dialectically interconnects with the success of populism. While 

the cumulative effects of previous layers (status-based and institution-

based) are still in place, making a statement by a professor more 

“trustworthy” than a statement by a politician, and a paper by a scientist 

at Harvard more “trustworthy” than a paper by a scholar from a junior 

college, trust generally tends to be measured in quantitative terms:

popular ➔ trustworthy

This “democratization” of trust represents an enormous challenge for 

the classical understanding of trust based on Enlightenment values. 

2016-: trust derives from algorithms
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Challenges to trust in academic education

• From individual to social knowledge. The digital turn neutralizes the
individual, authorial or professorial ownership of knowledge (from Wikipedia 
to open access to the MOOCs) and confronts academic education with the
constant need to emphasize the individual contribution to contextual social
knowledge.

• Enlightenment 2.0 or Academic instruction in the post-factual age. The end 
of post-68 academic culture and the gradual emergence of a dichotomy
between ever more specialized research and ever less social openness calls
for attention by the world of academic education, which should become
more involved in securing a broader access to knowledge.

• Specialized knowledge and the loss of frames of reference. The knowledge
society is based on a large number of specialized (foregrounded) fragments
of knowledge based on punctual research, rather than on general
(backgrounding) interpretative horizons likely to generate trust. Thus, focus
on research turns out to be a mixed blessing for academic education.
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2018-: trust derives from contextual knowledge!

Universität Basel

To meet these challenges, academic institutions (academies as 

much as universities) should concentrate on the contextualization

of knowledge: in times of social (as opposed to individual) 

knowledge, the challenge is not so much to convey knowledge

that is in general broadly accessible online, but rather to provide 

hermeneutic frames that allow the public to discriminate between 

plausible and implausible knowledge.
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Many thanks four your attention!

antonio.loprieno@akademien-schweiz.ch

Antonio Loprieno, University of Basel
President of the Swiss Academies of Arts and Sciences
President-elect of ALLEA

Symposium Science in Times of Challenged Trust and Expertise

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 16 May 2018
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TRUST IN EXPERTISE IN 
A DIGITAL SOCIETY 

José van Dijck | KNAW | Utrecht University 











HOW CAN TRUST IN EXPERTISE BE 
ANCHORED IN A DIGITAL SOCIETY?  



Integrity 

Transparency 

Independence 

Accountability 

Trust in science 



• Research 

• Discussion  

• Consensus  

• Uncertainty   

   COMMON GROUND 





Trust in media 

Integrity 

Transparancy 

Independence 

Accountability 





CONTEXT COLLAPSE  





CONFIRMATION BIAS 



POLARISATION PUSH 



THE TRANSFORMATION OF 
TRUST IN A DIGITAL SOCIETY 









Vertrouwen in 

media 

Integriteit 

Transparantie 

Onafhankelijkheid 

Rekenschap 

Invest in education 



• Common ground   

• Common sense  

• Common good 





THANK YOU! 

José van Dijck   |   j.f.t.m.vanDijck@uu.nl 
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